APPLICATION OTHER THAN ON-LINE WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED

NOTE:-
i) Bachelor Degree (2nd Division) from any recognized University.

ii) Experience in Private entities shall be accepted if such entity is registered with SECP, Registrar of Firms or any other Regulatory Authority.

iii) Recognized by the Higher Education Commission;

DOMICILE:

i) Any District of the Province of Punjab

ii) Lahore

iii) All Punjab

NOTE:

i) Experience in Private entities shall be accepted if such entity is registered with SECP, Registrar of Firms or any other Regulatory Authority.

ii) Registered therewith.

iii) Prescribed Qualification.

GENDER, DOMICILE & PLACE OF POSTING

M.A (Special Education) or M.Ed Language Therapy / Pathology (second division) from a recognized University or an Institute recognized by the Higher Education Commission.

NOTE:

i) One-year practical experience will be accepted after Prescribed Qualification.

ii) Experience in Private entities shall be accepted if such entity is registered with SECP, Registrar of Firms or any other Regulatory Authority.

iii) Registered therewith.

NOTE: -

i) One paper MCQ type Written Test of 100 marks and 90 minutes duration. The Syllabus is as under:

- General Knowledge including Pakistan Studies, Current Affairs, Geography, Basic Mathematics, English, Urdu, Everyday Science and Computer Studies.

ii) Qualification related questions

iii) Current Charge, Acting Charge and appointment on Adhoc Basis which are issued by the Ministry of Finance, Punjab and the relevant Provincial Department are Eligible.

NOTE: -

i) Minimum Qualification / Experience will be based on the contents of their CNIC.

ii) Experience in Private entities shall be accepted if such entity is registered with SECP, Registrar of Firms or any other Regulatory Authority.

iii) Registered therewith.

NOTE: -

i) One paper MCQ type Written Test of 100 marks and 90 minutes duration. The Syllabus is as under:

- General Knowledge including Pakistan Studies, Current Affairs, Geography, Basic Mathematics, English, Urdu, Everyday Science and Computer Studies.
**GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS (WRITTEN TEST/INTERVIEW)**

1. To appear in test/interview only Original Valid CNIC issued by NADRA will be accepted. No other identification document will be acceptable.
2. Applicants are advised to read all terms and conditions of the Advertisement as well as “Important Instructions to Candidates” given on PPSC website carefully in order to submit their Online Application forms in rule. The specific nature of correctness of data given in the On-line Application Form will not equally apply on the candidate.
3. Applicants are required to submit “Online Application Form” by the Closing Date which is 04-11-2019 up to 12:00 AM (Midnight). Applicants should fill in the Online Application Form carefully as the incorrect data given in the Advertisement for the post and “Important Instructions to Candidates”.
4. Editing options, to correct any data in the On-line Application Form, will be available to the candidates till the Closing Date of submission of Online Applications.
5. Negative marking of 0.25 mark shall be deducted for each incorrect answer in all Objective (MCQ) papers.
6. For all posts to be filled through written test followed by Interview or Interview alone, the number of chances shall be restricted to three. However, if a candidate qualifies the interview but cannot be recommended for appointment due to shortage of vacancies, he/she shall be considered as availed whereas chance of a candidate who does not qualify the written test or interview shall be considered as availed. For the post of Lecturer in Education Department, a candidate who is applicant to three. However, if a candidate qualifies the interview but cannot be recommended for appointment due to shortage of vacancies, the relevant Law, Rules and Regulations and Policy Decisions will prevail over the Instructions.

**DISCLAIMER**

Please refrain to engage with any person who may offer to help you get selected. Have faith in your own ability and efforts. Your name will be kept secret and no prejudice will be caused to you.

**CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATIONS**

4th November 2019

**IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES**

visit PPSC website: www.ppsc.gop.pk

E-mail: ppsc@punjab.gov.pk website: www.ppsc.gop.pk